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ABSTRACT: In this paper, I use Rameau’s contradictions as a basis for my defense of the règle de l’octave. I also challenge certain misconceptions about the règle in current scholarly literature, notably its alleged harmonic incompleteness and stepwise motion requirement, while asserting some of its rarely discussed uses and properties.
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1. Rameau’s repudiation

[1.1] In the preface to his Nouveau système de musique théorique, Jean-Philippe Rameau (1726) boldly states that the great musicians of the past and present lacked sufficient theoretical knowledge in order to inform their compositions, and were instead led purely by their musical tastes and instincts. By that he meant, of course, that they were unaware of his own concept of the basse fondamentale and its regularized succession of chord roots. He encouraged any musician to defend the reputations of their masters in the public arena, proclaiming that “a dispute on such a subject could only be very instructive, and it is in the interest of all musicians to make it public” (viii).[1] One composer, Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, took Rameau up on his offer and lost the argument with him. In the midst of their quarrel that went on publicly in the Mercure de France from June 1729 to September 1731, Rameau offered the following criticism of the règle de l’octave:

The primary purpose of the règle de l’octave is to accustom the fingers to the chords it prescribes on consecutive scale steps of the key. This règle contains something useful, but it is so limited that it must admit an infinite number of exceptions, which the masters reserve to teach as cases arise. [ . . . ] For example, instead of the perfect chord on the first scale step, that is the tonic note, there may be those of the large sixth, of the five-four, of the four-three, of the second, or of the superfluous seventh with or without the minor 6th. Likewise, instead of the chord of the small sixth on the second scale step, there may be those of the seventh or of
As a reminder, a summary of Rameau’s chord nomenclature is provided in Example 1. The “chords by supposition” enclosed within brackets, as well as the “chords by borrowing” of section d, will be rationalized later on. Example 2 represents these chords in musical notation. Example 3 shows the règle de l’octave for both major and minor keys, as printed in book IV of Rameau’s Traité de l’harmonie (Rameau 1722, 382–83), and the other above-mentioned chord possibilities. Rameau was to put another nail in the règle’s proverbial coffin two years later, in his Dissertation (1732), when he decreed the fact that its chords are “generally only determined in a diatonic [i.e., stepwise] order” (8), therefore supposedly keeping silent about how to manage leaping bass lines (ordre consonant). By the same token, he emphasized once more the règle’s limited harmonic content (8).

[1.2] This denigration, to be sure, is as unexpected as it is unfavorable, for the règle de l’octave, which Rameau had apparently learned around 1703 (1730c, 1337–38), played a central role in his seminal Traité of 1722. Indeed, as Holtmeier pointed out, “Rameau’s theory of the basse fondamentale arose from the attempt to theoretically pinpoint the Rule of the Octave. [...] That is, the basse fondamentale explains the modus vivendi of the Rule of the Octave, its ruling principe. The basse fondamentale constitutes the inner ‘essence’ of harmony, the Rule of the Octave its outward appearance” (2007, 12). Thus, already by the time of his Nouveau systême of 1726, Rameau had a new agenda: undermining the règle through its alleged incompleteness, in order to better promote his own original concept of the basse fondamentale as the “sole and primary principle to which everything in music relates, and from which emanate rules that are both simple and sure” (1730b, 489). He also made sure to extol the merits of its corollary: the resulting mécanique des doigts on the keyboard, by means of which one learns to move his fingers “proportionally to the order and progression of the chords” (1726, vii). For example, in the succession of seventh chords, says Rameau, “we need only bring down, alternately, two contiguous fingers on the adjoining keys [of the keyboard], from one chord to another, so that the dissonances are always rigorously prepared and resolved. [...] The sole arrangement of the fingers tells us those that should move” (1730b, 498–99).

[1.3] Rameau, without a doubt, had a deep conviction in the power of his system to lead to the true knowledge of harmony. Towards the end of his life, he would still affirm that “this method seems to have been imagined for the blind, as it also seems that nature intended the most natural movement of the fingers on the keyboard to follow exactly the most regular order of harmony” (1760, xii). So much for the règle, which paradoxically became “first a counterproposal to the basse fondamentale, and finally the epitome of a spiritless, atheoretical practice pitted against the lone scientific theory in the form of the basse fondamentale” (Holtmeier 2007, 12). Here one is tempted to agree with Montéclair when he reproaches Rameau, saying:

I do not understand how one can speak so boldly against one’s conscience. The lessons of your master who is still alive, the books of our schoolgirls that you have examined, and the conversations you have had with many of us, does all this not upbraid you with your ingratitude? Without all this, you would not know how to reason about the fundamental tone of a chord, its inversions, and its most natural progressions; you would not be able to explain the various motions of dissonances, [nor] the scale steps on which certain chords are principally suited [...]. It is through all this that you know the mécanique des doigts, that you easily find your chords and all that is good in your method. (Montéclair 1730, 1080–81)

2. The alleged incompleteness of the règle de l’octave

[2.1] The règle de l’octave, according to Rameau, was first unveiled publicly by François Campion, theorist at the Académie Royale de Musique, in 1716. Campion himself confirms it proudly at the very opening of his Addition, stating: “The règle de l’octave has been so well received by the public that I am grateful for having brought it to light. Indeed, there are few masters who have not adopted this sensible, abridged way of teaching accompaniment” (1730, [3]). This original règle differs in form from that of Example 3 in being a simple ascending and descending scale harmonization, without the bracketed interpolated cadential gestures. Rameau’s version is not unusual, however, as other musicians are also known to have inserted such cadential...
progressions. To name but two, Alessandro Scarlatti’s ascending scale model exhibits the same $\hat{5} \rightarrow \hat{3} \rightarrow \hat{1}$ motion (see Sanguinetti 2012, 119), and Jean-François Dandrieu rounds off his descending octave with a $\hat{3} \rightarrow \hat{1}$ cadence (1718, sss–zzz). Be that as it may, the règle as it appears in Campion’s Traité is the basic form most frequently found in accompaniment and composition treatises of the eighteenth-century, and we will have occasion to come back to Campion throughout this article. Let us just say for now that there is more to it than meets the eye.

[2.2] Although Rameau is not the only musician to have belittled the règle de l’octave, he is certainly the first to have done so with such vehemence and effectiveness. In fact, his criticism probably had the most profound and lasting impact, given his prestige and the quality and influence of his theoretical writings. To be sure, Rameau’s basse fondamentale was, “by the end of the 18th century, the dominant pedagogical paradigm throughout Europe,” and his writings have “furnished the basic agenda for tonal harmonic theory over the last two centuries” (Sadler and Christensen 2001). In any event, and in light of this, it is hardly surprising that the alleged incompleteness of the règle should find its way into nearly every musicological publication that concerned it. This incompleteness encompasses two main points, which we will examine in turn.

A. The stepwise motion prerequisite

[2.3] While underlining the règle’s essential role in the formation of eighteenth-century musicians, and the fact that it is invariably the object of negative critique in modern thoroughbass tutors and music history textbooks, Christensen describes it as “a handy rule-of-thumb for harmonizing most any bass progression that move[s] by step” (1992, 92). In much the same vein, Sanguinetti acknowledges that the règle “is more than an ingenious tool for accompaniment of a scale, it is a powerful means of tonal coherence” (2012, 113); but he argues that “the structural notes of the bass must move stepwise” (99), and stresses that moti del basso (i.e., a system of sequential bass motions) are a necessary complement to help “the performer of an unfigured bass decide which chord to give to a disjunct bass line, where the R[ule of the] O[ctave] has no use” (135). This supposed reliance on stepwise motion is also hinted at by Gjerdingen, who says: “If the Rule of the Octave described, by analogy to the game of chess, the simple, straightforward moves of pawns, movimenti [i.e., Sanguinetti’s moti del basso] described all the sequences of leaps and/or steps available to a Knight or Queen” (2007, 472). Even more recently, Ijzerman issued an unequivocal statement to the effect that the règle “does not address bass leaps at all” (2018, 78).

[2.4] It would be easy to multiply testimonies of this kind, but those mentioned above are sufficient to show general consensus. It should nevertheless be said that the latter three authors’ writings concern the Italian partimento tradition, and though it shares many similarities with the contemporary practice of French accompagnement, it also differs in distinct ways. A partimento, Sanguinetti says, “is a sketch, written on a single staff, whose main purpose is to be a guide for improvisation of a composition at the keyboard” (2012, 14), and for the realization of which five classes of rules need to be applied, “class II” being the regola dell’ottava (100).

Whereas, according to Rameau, accompagnement is “the art of successively performing a complete and perfect harmony on a given melody called basse continue” (1730b, 490), also with the help of the règle. Another distinctive difference is that a lute or keyboard accompagnement usually supports a vocal–instrumental ensemble, while a keyboard partimento “does not accompany anything except itself” (Sanguinetti 2007, 51). To be sure, an accompanist may also prelude by himself, improvising the bass line and its accompanying chords as he goes along. So, perhaps Italian partimentists are really explicitly stressing the stepwise motion of the bass as a prerequisite if the règle is to be implemented, but the same could hardly be said of the French accompanists.

[2.5] Like the notes of a scale, the chords prescribed by the règle de l’octave can occur in order or in disorder and be approached or left by leap; (16) that is true even for the chords of the large sixth and of the tritone on 4, or that of the false fifth on 7 (more on that in section 3). The fact that Campion presented his règle in the most logical and concise way possible, in the form of a mere ascending and descending scale harmonization, in no way entails that the bass should move exclusively by step. One would look in vain for this prescription in Campion’s Traité (1716) or in Rameau’s Traité (1722), and the latter’s version of the règle, which was to be reused by Michel Corrette (1753), does indeed exhibit disjunct motion of the bass. The alleged requirement for conjunct motion was only loosely implied by Rameau in his Dissertation (1732; see again, [1.1]), following a lengthy discussion of the merits and (mostly) demerits of Étienne-Denis Delair’s (1690) accompagnement method that had been reissued and augmented in 1724. Of particular interest is the fact that eight years after
the publication of Campion’s book and two years after Rameau’s, Delair added the règle to his Nouveau traité (1724), but, as if to diminish its importance, with the remark that “the règle de l’octave is of no use when the bass proceeds by skips and the key is not established” (M). It thus seems like Rameau’s criticism, even if not categorical, was modeled directly on that of Delair, seeing that it could serve his new-found agenda. Yet, the fact that he had not utilized this argument in his Traité (1722) can constitute proof of its illegitimacy, if not of its invalidity.

[2.6] As to be expected, Delair supported his statement by presenting his readers with a well-thought-out leaping bass continue, purposely composed so as to avoid any sense of key center (Example 4a). While it is true that applying the règle at face value would, in that particular situation, give results that are musically unconvincing (supposing an initial key of C major), I consider it to be a false problem for two reasons. First, no musician of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries would probably have improvised or composed such a tonally ambiguous and directionless bass continue. Second, even if one had ventured to do so, he would have known very well how to tackle it. Delair himself (1690, H–I; 1724, H–I), like many other pedagogues, provides generally accepted règles pour les intervalles (i.e., rules based on characteristic bass motions regardless of the key) of which the following may serve as example: (i) when the bass rises a 4th or falls a 5th, the first note has a major 3rd and a passing minor 7th; (ii) when the bass falls a minor 3rd or rises a major 6th, the second note has a minor 3rd; (iii) when the bass rises a 5th or falls a 4th, the first note has a 5th and a passing 6th (accompanied or not by a passing 4th or augmented 4th); (iv) when the bass falls a major 3rd or rises a minor 6th, the second note has a major 3rd. Taken together, these four règles pour les intervalles allow for a good realization of Delair’s leaping bass line (Example 4b).

[2.7] Furthermore, it goes without saying that adding the règle de l’octave to one’s stock of improvisatory reflexes in no way requires the abandonment of those previously acquired, nor does it demand rejection of commonly known music theory. Both the règle de l’octave and the older règles pour les intervalles were used concurrently. As a matter of fact, these commonly known règles were also summarized by Rameau, as part of his new theory, under two principles: (i) “the perfect chord may be given to all notes proceeding by consonant intervals [of a 3rd, a 4th, a 5th, or a 6th]”; (ii) “the seventh may be added to the perfect chord of every note followed by an ascending fourth or a descending fifth[,] and] [t]he sixth may also be added to the perfect chord of every note followed by an ascending fifth or a descending fourth” (1722, 393). As we will see, the added 6th and 7th, also integral to Nicolas Fleury’s prototypical cadential progression of 1660, will play a crucial role in Rameau’s own cadential paradigm.

[2.8] Though they are somewhat similar, the règles pour les intervalles are to be distinguished from the moti del basso, as they do not concern or are not limited to harmonic sequences where a model, generally composed of two bass notes, is then transposed stepwise or by any other interval. They also fundamentally tackle the problem of whole- and half-step intervals, for what proved more challenging to seventeenth-century musicians was not the chordal harmonization of leaping basses, but that of diatonic scales. This difficulty is demonstrated by the number of different harmonic formulas encountered in practice, before the general acceptance of that which, through Campion, became known as the règle de l’octave. Scale harmonization models proposed by Fleury (1660, 11, 17), the anonymous author of the Petites reigles ([1680?], 8r), and Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers (1689, 1660), are provided for comparison in Example 5. Christensen sums up the problem perfectly, when he says: “As elementary as [these] harmonization[s] may strike us today, it was anything but that to [ … ] seventeenth-century musicians confronting the double novelties of a new harmonic language and the challenging task of thorough-bass accompaniment. The transition from a contrapuntally-based modal language to a triadically-based tonal language entailed a profound reorientation of musical thought that was facilitated by these elementary scale triads” (1992, 97).

[2.9] Consequently, the règle de l’octave’s main purpose is to help the Improviser-composer modulate harmonically when the bass is given a diatonic progression” (Rameau 1722, 200), hence its chords being “generally only determined in a diatonic order” (Rameau 1732, 8; see again, [1.1]). But “generally” does not mean “always,” and as a “theory of harmonic functionality” (Holtmeier 2007, 11) and “a powerful means of tonal coherence” (Sanguinetti 2012, 113), the règle de l’octave can still be applied in almost all situations where a leaping bass is involved, as long as it is tonally directed. Rameau himself certainly said such this much in his Traité, before his repudiation of the règle: “knowing that certain notes should bear certain chords, according to the different progressions of these notes, we can never go wrong by giving to these notes the chords suitable for each situation. As our experience grows with practice, we become master of the choice between two different
chords that may be placed on the same note” (1722, 223–24; my italics). These “extraordinary” chords will be addressed more fully in sections 2.B and 3.B.

[2.10] Besides, how else could we explain the fact that when Campion decided to include in his *Addition a basse continue* for the real-life practice of accompaniment according to his *règle de l’octave*, he selected an excerpt from Lully’s *Ars* that he thought was easy enough to be “within reach of beginners” (1730, 31), which nonetheless contains many leaps and requires the knowledge of four octaves, that is, the ability to transpose the *règle* in four different keys? A realization is given in *Example 6*. Campion advises beginners to harmonize only the first and third quarter notes of the measure, except where otherwise indicated by figures or verbal instructions. These figures are few and only specify “extraordinary” chords previously introduced in his *Traité*’s minor key progression (1716, [plate 3]). Note in passing that Christensen, in claiming to have “realized Lully’s bass following Campion’s guidelines,” qualifies the result as “admittedly clumsy in places (particularly in the thick voicing and occasional dissonant clashes with the melody)” (1992, 94). These glitches, however, arise from his harmonizing almost every unaccented quarter note, contrary to Campion’s clear directive. He also misinterpreted the original figure 6 on ♭ as meaning a sixth chord, whereas Campion’s *règle* and minor key progression make clear that whenever ♭ descends to ♭, it calls for a four-three chord. Be that as it may, I am of the opinion that no matter how the *règle* was displayed in accompaniment treatises, it was clear to eighteenth-century musicians how it could be used. The implicit fact that it could be put to good use doing more than simply following the diatonic scale in its clear path and straight course certainly did not need to be specified. In fact, the applicability of the *règle*, even in such situations where the bass skips and modulates, is the only way to make sense of Corrette’s claim, who went so far as to say that the *règle* is the “compass of the accompanist, who must always know in what key and on which scale degree of the key he is on, and the chord proper to it, or else he will fail” (1753, 22). As additional proof, we need simply refer back to Rameau’s version of the *règle de l’octave* and to the following excerpts (*Example 7*), on which I will comment in turn, also drawn from his *Traité*.

[2.11] Right after having introduced Campion’s *règle* in book III (1722, 212), Rameau goes on to discuss chord inversion, explaining that “we may pass from one note to another when the chords they bear differ only in name [e.g. *perfect* on 1, *sixth* on 3, and *six-four* on 5 . . . ], because all these chords are basically the same chord” (1722, 215). In cases of *seventh* chords, which are “made up of four different notes, all of which may precede the same note and [ . . . ] be arranged consecutively in the bass” (1722, 267), there results a delayed resolution of the dissonance that was commonly practiced by French musicians. Indeed, speaking of the chord of the *tritone*, for example, Montéclair (1730, 1084) said that the bass can pass through all the constituent notes of the chord before resolution, thus allowing the augmented 4th to change into an 8ve, a 3rd, a 6th or a 5th. Rameau corrected him by adding that the augmented 4th could likewise change into an augmented 5th or a major 7th, by also considering chords of the *superfluous fifth* and *superfluous seventh* (1730d, 1949). These principles are illustrated in *Examples 7a–b*. Looking more closely at *Example 7b*, we clearly see that dissonant chords can pass through all their inversions before resolution: in mm. 2–3, the chord of the *small sixth* on ♮ morphs into those of the *tritone* on ♩, of the *false fifth* on §, and of the *seventh* on ♭. The same procedure is performed again in mm. 5–6 regarding the chord of the *large sixth* on ♭, which becomes those of the *four-three on ♮*, and of the *seventh on ♬*. This, in turn, disproves yet another statement to the effect that the “[chord of the *small sixth*] on scale-step ♮ is appropriate only when the bass moves by step to ♪ or ♬” (Lester 1994, 74). I should also like to stress how the *perfect* chord on ♪ immediately goes either to its first inversion on ♬ (7a, mm. 1–2; 7b, m. 1) or to the chord of the *large sixth* on ♭ (7a, mm. 2–3; 7b, mm. 4–5). In addition, looking at *Example 7c* (mm. 2–3), one should note that the *sixth* chord on ♭ can even be preceded by that of the *false fifth* on ♭. About this last example—given in book IV as part of a chapter devoted to “the order which must be followed for the succession of Chords found within the Octave of each Key” (1722, 388)—ensuing the demonstration of his own *règle de l’octave*—Rameau says: “since every note lends its *perfect* chord or *seventh chord* only to its third, its fifth, or its seventh, the *sixth* and the *six-four* chords which are derived from the *perfect* chord should be preceded by the same chord as that which naturally precedes this *perfect* chord” (391; my italics). It thus follows that if the *perfect* chord on ♪ can be preceded by the chord of the *false fifth* on §, as in Campion’s original *règle*, so can its derivative *sixth* chord on ♭. Similarly, one may skip from an inverted chord to another regular, nonadjacent chord, notably when ♭ goes to ♪ and especially when ♭ goes to ♬ (Example 7d, mm. 4 and 6), as then the “inverted harmony of the irregular cadence works marvels” (224). Musicians of the eighteenth century were well aware of these innate possibilities of the *règle de l’octave* as part of the new triadically-based tonal language.
Consequently, despite the numerous skips, the bass notes in Examples 7a–d bear, for the most part, their regular chords. Those that exceptionally do not are in accordance with another of Rameau’s principles, stipulating that both the tonic and dominant should be preceded by a seventh chord whenever the bass rises a 4th or falls a 5th (1722, 388, cf. 227–28). This accounts for the 7th that is added to the perfect chord on 5 (7a, mm. 4 and 8; 7b, m. 3; 7d, mm. 2 and 8), and the substitution of the chord of the small sixth on 2 for that of the seventh (7a, m. 3; 7b, m. 6; 7d, mm. 2 and 7)—the rationale behind this latter case being that 2 should bear the same harmony as 4 does when it precedes 5. In any event, given disjunct cadential gestures such as those of Examples 7a–b, d (where 5 goes to 1 instead of 6, and 2 to 3 instead of 1 or 3), it was standard practice for accompanists to give perfect or seventh chords to 2 and 5 long before it was theorized by Rameau. Excerpts illustrating this point—by Jacques Boyvin (1700, 14), Monsieur de Saint-Lambert (1707, 24), and Jean-François Dandrieu (1718, cc)—are shown in Example 8. Referring back once again to Example 7b (mm. 5–6), it was also common knowledge that, in a major key, 6 should not bear the chord of the small sixth when preceded or followed by that of the large sixth on 4, but that of the four-three. In other words, the 6th on 6 should not be raised chromatically.

Now, as regards the (6–4–5)5–1 cadence that caps off both Dandrieu’s and Rameau’s versions of the règle de l’octave (see again, [2.1] above), it cannot be emphasized too strongly that, far from being a mere addition to the règle, it actually is a part of it. In that respect, Campion’s musical plates of 1716 must not be taken at face value, as proved by the verbal instructions of his Addition: “When you have studied each octave individually, you must not fail to end it with its cadence, as this habit is very profitable. When you have descended to the last note [of the scale], you will play the 4th note of the ascending octave, then you will prepare the cadence on the 5th note of the key with a [five-four or a six-four chord]. [. . .] Forming the second part of this cadence, the 5th note of the key [that leaves down] an octave receives a [seventh chord], and the first note of the key ends the whole process” (1730, 28; my italics). Example 9 shows the resulting 4–5–1 cadential formula, that was no doubt practiced by all of Campion’s private students, and brings it together with the 6–4–5–1 cadence of his minor key progression (1716, [plate 3]). The same 4–5–1 formula is also to be found in the règle de l’octave that Robert de Visée (or Guillaume Jacquessson?) taught to Jean-Étienne Vaudry de Saizenay, which was added on the reverse side of the flyleaf of the manuscript that bears his name, as well as by Laurent Gervais (1733, 15) (Example 10).

The full understanding of Example 9b requires a little digression. Eighteenth-century musicians knew that, in minor keys, the dominant could lend its fundamental to the sixth note. Thus, by substituting 6 for 3, the dominant seventh chord and its derivatives (false fifth on 7, small sixth on 2, and tritone on 4) become “chords by borrowing” of the superfluous second on 6, of the diminished seventh on 7, of the small sixth and false fifth on 2, and of the tritone and minor third on 4 (Example 11; cf. Example 2d). This explains how Campion could give 6 chord of the superfluous second instead of its regular four-three chord. And since 7 must be considered as 4 in the key of E minor, it could bear chords of the false fifth or of the diminished seventh. Concerning these “chords by borrowing,” Campion even admits preferring the chord of the small sixth and false fifth on 2, when ascending to the sixth chord on 3 (1716, 11). Coming back to our subject, it is no surprise then, that the very same 4–5–1 cadence as described above should conclude the first two songs in Campion’s Second recueil d’airs (1734), which, as he made sure to point out in his preface, serve as models for his règle (Example 12). One last example, a “lesson in the key of D minor” from Monsieur de Saint-Georges’ manuscript ([17247], 7), should be enough to make clear the illegitimate nature of the stepwise motion prerequisite: in spite of the apparent predominance of disjunct motion, the bass notes support nothing else than their normal chords, according to their subsequent ascending or descending motion (Example 13).

B. Limited harmonic content

As discussed earlier, the main point of Rameau’s criticism lies in the fact that the règle de l’octave “is so limited that it must admit an infinite number of exceptions, which the masters reserve to teach as cases arise” (Rameau 1730a, 253). But this was nothing new. Campion himself had already implied the same, though in a less negative way, when he said: “It would have been easy for me to expand this little treatise, but I am convinced that it suffices [if used] with the help of a master versed in the règle des octaves, for it is a mistake to think that one can succeed on his own with a book” (1716, 22). The general idea emerging from Campion’s statement is that there is more to the règle than what he has given in his Traité—the above mentioned cadence being a case in point—and that a good teacher will know how to supplement these basics.
once they have been mastered by the student. That is precisely what Montéclair said, in one of his responses to Rameau: “Each teacher arranges his lessons as he sees fit, and gives explanations more or less according to the pupil’s capability” (1730, 1081).\(^{56}\) Be that as it may, it is interesting to note that out of the ten chords listed by Rameau as the “most essential” ones (1722, 373),\(^{37}\) only that of the second is not at play in his own version of the règle de l’octave (Example 14; cf. Example 3).

[2.16] In light of this, one can ask: Is the règle really so limited? To which one can reply that it is missing the chord of the second, as well as all of the other ones shown in Example 3c. Or is it? At this point, we should ask ourselves what would a teacher well versed in the règle de l’octave have taught an apprentice, once its most basic and preliminary form had been mastered? Again, Campion offers a glimpse of his private teaching when he stipulates, toward the end of his Traité, that “after the master will have taught the règles des octaves as it is presented here, he must teach it ascending and descending by 6th, 7th, etc., in order to make a consummate pupil” (1716, 19; my italics).\(^{38}\) Earlier in his book, he had also mentioned that even though his musical examples are presented in simple (i.e., note-against-note) counterpoint, “one can ascend or descend the octaves with other figurated chords; nonetheless, one must always find the true framework therein” (1716, 9, 18; my italics).\(^{39}\) Campion is very clearly telling us that the règle can take other forms, of which only the first and simplest is shown in his Traité.

[2.17] So, Campion did not include an example of such a figurated règle de l’octave in his Traité, nor in his Addition. Fortunately, others like Michel Corrette did (Example 15).\(^{40}\) To understand the idea behind this expanded règle, it is necessary to recall two things. First, as can be inferred from Example 14, only 1 and 5 support perfect chords, while 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 bear some kind of sixth chord. Second, according to the rules of figurated or florid counterpoint, a 7th suspension is allowed as long as it resolves naturally to the 6th that it delays. Looking at Corrette’s ascending octave (mm. 1–11), it appears that the regular prescribed chords on 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 (i.e., Campion’s “true framework”) now fall on the second part of the bass notes, preceded by a seventh or a nine-seven chord. All of a sudden, Campion’s words take on their full meaning (see again, [2.16]); and we also know from his writings that the nine-seven chord, though more commonly found on the ascending fourth scale step, can be given to several notes in a row (1716, 14).\(^{41}\) Corrette places it on 2 and 3 and 4, and Rameau has it on 5 as well. As regards the tonic and dominant, they too have their own “extraordinary” chords: 1 supports those of the superfluous seventh (m. 1), of the sixth (m. 2), of the ninth (m. 9), of the second (m. 10), and of the nine-four (m. 11); and 5 the chords of the six-four (m. 6) and of the sixth (m. 14). Again, a digression is needed here to briefly explain the chord of the nine-seven and other cognate “chords by supposition,” which all consist of a seventh chord with a fifth note added below. The nine-seven chord occurs when a seventh chord is played over a bass note that is a 3rd below its fundamental note; when it appears on 3 in a minor key, it produces an augmented 5th and thus becomes the chord of the superfluous fifth (Examples 16a–b). The nine-four chord differs only in that the seventh chord is played over a bass note that is a 5th below its fundamental note; and when it occurs on the tonic note, it becomes the chord of the superfluous seventh, which should always be preceded and followed by the perfect chord on 1 (Examples 16c–d; cf. Example 2). Note in passing that Corrette ends his expanded règle with a #I–3–1 cadence where, as in Campion’s, #I acts as a secondary dominant by supporting a diminished seventh chord.

[2.18] In teaching the ascending octave, Campion and Corrette, like Rameau, no doubt stressed to pupils that when the bass ascends stepwise (diatoniquement), one can tell “which sixth chord should be given to the same note that bore the seventh chord, not only because of the position of this note in the key, but also because of the position of the note which follows it and the chord which this following note should bear” (1722, 399; my italics).\(^{42}\) In the descending octave, however, Corrette gives a sixth chord to 1 and 5, obviously disagreeing with Rameau’s opinion that “the chord which should precede the seventh chord, when the bass descends diatonically, is always the chord of the small sixth [or of the three-four]” (1722, 399; my italics).\(^{43}\) Here again, it comes as no surprise to find Rameau conforming everything to his doctrine of the basse fondamentale: while the sixth and six-four chords are suitable on 1 and 5, having both the tonic and dominant bear the four-three chord has the advantage of making the harmony go twice through the circle of fifths. But by the time of his Prototipes (1754, 7), Corrette seems to have changed his mind and preferred a four-three chord on 5 (and probably on 1 too, as implied by his verbal instructions). In any case, Campion may have told his écoliers to stay true to the “true framework,” as did Gervais: “when there is a string of seventh [chords, they should each be followed by] the sixth chord proper to the scale step we are on. The same observation must be made with regards to all the other dissonant chords; that is, the one that follows them, when the progression does not
cease to be diatonic, is always the chord that is in the ordinary rule of the octave” (1733, 10). This would result in something very close to Example 17. Almost a decade after the publication of his Traité, in what was to be the last of his public letters to Montéclair, Rameau (1731, 2) gave an even more uniform version of the figured règle, in which the seventh chords of the ascending octave are invariably preceded by the chord of the large sixth (Example 18). Montéclair, deflated by the perfection of Rameau’s last demonstration, was unable to continue their public discourse. More generally, that these “extraordinary” chords were considered an integral part of the règle is confirmed also by Montéclair (1730) and Rameau (1730a), who refer to the “règle de l’octave with its exceptions.”

[2.19] Also of interest, and related to Rameau’s and Corrette’s expanded règles, is François Couperin’s Progrès des dissonances harmoniques et chromatiques ([1698?]) (Examples 19a–b). Worthy of mention is the harmonic boldness of mm. 5, 19, and 25, where the major 3rd is combined with the minor 6th, and the major 6th with the minor 2nd, as substitutes for the perfect chord on $\hat{5}$ and that of the small sixth on $\hat{2}$ (the A of m. 19 acting as $\hat{2}$ in G minor). Interestingly enough, removing all the “extraordinary” chords reveals a scale harmonization model that is almost identical to Campion’s (Example 19e): in the ascending octave, $\hat{6}$ bears the chord of the false fifth instead of that of the sixth; while in the descending octave, the chord of the major sixth and minor second on $\hat{2}$ replaces that of the small sixth. Like “Monsieur de Maltot” who revealed the règle to Campion (1716, 7), and “Monsieur Lacroix” who taught it to Rameau (1730c, 1337–38), Couperin was part of a closed circle of initiated masters and apprentices in France at the turn of the century, who knew about the “secret” règle de l’octave long before Campion made it known to the public.

[2.20] In sum, we have seen that the alleged stepwise motion requirement is too strong a claim, and that the règle de l’octave, with its “extraordinary” chords and implicit cadential formulas, not only is not as limited as Rameau would have us believe, but also contains in its more advanced form all the other chord possibilities he was alluding to. It is no wonder, then, that Rameau should have made the règle the main subject of his first and most influential treatise, developing theoretically in the first two books of the Traité de l’harmonie “what in the central, third book he achieves by practical application in the example of the Rule of the Octave” (Holtmeier 2007, 12).

3. Rarely discussed uses and properties of the règle de l’octave

[3.1] As a complement to what was argued above, I should now like to provide a brief overview of some rarely discussed uses and properties of the règle de l’octave. On the one hand, I want to point out another generally disregarded manner of resolving the diminished 5th and augmented 4th, and, on the other hand, stress how easy the practice of modulation (in its meaning of passing from one key to another) becomes by means of the règle.

A. Resolution of the diminished fifth and augmented fourth

[3.2] It is a well-known, if unfortunate, belief that “harmony courses were designed in the nineteenth century for middle-class amateurs who wanted a course ‘about’ music, but who did not want to spend the years of apprenticeship required to become a professional musician” (Gjerdingen 2009, [1]). In this “simplified harmony” with its “theory of the tonal functions of chords” (cf. Riemann’s Vereinfachte Harmonielehre, oder die Lehre von den tonalen Funktionen der Akkorde, 1893), there occurs “a shift from a ‘ritual’ mode, with its required years of inculcation in the rites [. . .], to a ‘transmission’ mode, with the harmony textbook becoming the simplified vector of grand generalizations” (Gjerdingen 2007, 173). Prominent amongst these simplifications of real music is the resolution of the diminished 5th and augmented 4th, the attractive intervals whose omnipresence in Campion’s règle de l’octave is both “the central sign of the new harmonic language [. . .] and what differentiates the règle from all the older harmonization models of the scale” (Holtmeier 2007, 15). For, to be sure, eighteenth century musicians had more ways of resolving the dominant seventh chord and its derivatives than what has commonly been taught in French harmony textbooks from the nineteenth century forward. And these go hand-in-hand with the règle’s property of being functional even in the presence of disjunct motion in the bass.

[3.3] Early in the eighteenth century, “cadential classifications became based primarily on harmony rather than on melodic or contrapuntal interval” (Caplin 2004, 54). Still, the weight of tradition ensured a certain continuity that can still be felt, as we will see, in Rameau’s cadential paradigm. But first, let us look at how his predecessor, Fleury (1660, 37), conceived and taught the cadence (Example 20). Easily recognizable here are
conditioned reflexes any accompanist would have developed through years of practicing the many règles pour les intervalles. Since the first bass note leaps down a 4th from 1 to 5, Fleury gives it a 5th and a passing 6th, a practice Delair was still recommending in 1724. Then, falling a 5th from 5 to 1, the second note is harmonized with a major 3rd and a passing minor 7th, according to tradition.

[3.4] Rameau’s entire harmonic system lies on two main types of cadence, which he termed “perfect” (parfaite) and “irregular” (irrégulière). Both cadences end with a perfect chord on 1, preceded by the seventh chord on 5 in the perfect cadence, and by that of the large sixth on 4 in the irregular cadence—the irregular (or plagal) cadence may also begin on 1 and end on 5, resulting in what is now called a half cadence. The perfect cadence is rendered “imperfect” (imparfaite) by chord inversion, that is, by giving the bass any motion from the upper parts (Example 21). Now, comparing Examples 21a–b with Example 20, it is plain to see that the old passing 6th and 7th of the règles pour les intervalles became integral to Rameau’s cadential process, acquiring an important role in defining the identity of the dissonant chords involved. And, as he was to specify in his Nouveau système (1726, 61–62), in order to show their similarities, both of these dissonances are added between the perfect chord fifth and doubled root (at the 8ve), and both resolve on the following perfect chord third, the 7th downward and the 6th upward.

[3.5] It should now also appear from Example 21c that the règle is an almost continuous succession of Rameauian imperfect cadences whose intermingling of dissonant and consonant chords, Rameau had no choice but to concede, “is the essence of what is best in the règle de l’octave” (1732, 22). As seen earlier in Example 7c, the règle’s property to be operative still in most cases of a leaping bass allows the chord of the false fifth on 4 to resolve to the sixth chord on 5 instead of the perfect chord on 1, thus permitting the resolution of the diminished 5th (B–F) on the 8ve (E–E) rather than on the conventional 3rd (C–E). The same is of course possible with other derivatives of the dominant seventh chord, by this capacity of the bass to move on to any constituent note of the following resolution chord (see again, [2.11]). Applying likewise to the irregular cadence, this principle is explained by Rameau as follows:

If we may descend diatonically to [the sixth chord on 5] after the chord of the large sixth or of the tritone [on 4], then we may therefore descend a fourth to [the perfect chord on 1] or ascend diatonically to [that of the six-four on 5] after the chord of the large sixth or of the tritone; for the perfect chord of the tonic note is the origin of the sixth chord of its mediant and of the six-four chord of its dominant, even though we seldom ascend to the dominant after the chord of the tritone. [ . . . ] Observe that the fourth note [ . . . ], when descending to the mediant [ . . . ] or to the tonic note [ . . . ], may bear the chord of the large sixth or the chord of the tritone, or even both of them one after another, as long as the chord of the large sixth comes first.

(Rameau 1722, 393, 403; my italics)

The resulting “extraordinary” bass motions, as drawn from the perfect and irregular cadences, are shown in Example 22. Like the added 6th and 7th, the resolution of the augmented 4th on the 8ve, by having the bass fall a 4th from the chord of the tritone on 4 to the perfect chord on 1, was standard practice before Rameau’s Traité: it is described notably by Monsieur de Saint–Lambert (1707, 51), and Campion (1716, [plate 3]) uses it to modulate to the dominant key (see also Examples 4b, mm. 3–4 and 22a, m. 3).

[3.6] The irregular cadence with its added 6th, and these “extraordinary” bass motions (whether producing unorthodox resolutions or not), are passed on silently in most French harmony textbooks. Yet, it is probably safe to assume they were of invaluable aid to musicians when improvising or composing with the help of the règle de l’octave. Not only do they greatly enrich the range of harmonic possibilities, but they also provide surprise and a welcomed variety, by deviating from the normal stepwise progression. As with the règle, it would certainly be profitable to reintegrate these alternative resolutions into the classroom and from there into the modern improviser-composer’s toolkit.

B. Modulation

[3.7] Eighteenth century musicians understood the term modulation in two main ways. On the one hand, it was “properly the method of establishing and treating the mode” (Rousseau 1768, 298). In that sense, the règle
de l’octave is the very paradigm of good modulation (see again, [2.9]). On the other hand, still according to Rousseau, it was also “the art of conducting the harmony and the air successively in several modes” (1768, 298). And here again, the règle is a most effective tool for achieving easy and musically convincing modulations.

[3.8] In the basic règle, as could be inferred from Examples 3 and 14, and as is apparent from Example 23, scale steps 1, 2, 3, and 5 are harmonized the same way, whether ascending or descending; whereas scale steps 4, 6, and 7 bear two different chords according to context—as shown by the arrows, the only harmonic difference between major and minor keys is to be found on 6 when it descends to 5. Since these chords are determined relative to the scale steps in the key, it follows that if one knows the chords proper to each scale step, one can also distinguish scale steps by the chords they support. This is where the power of the règle de l’octave lies, as modulation occurs when a scale step is turned into another one by supporting its proper chord relative to the new key. Although this can be achieved in many ways, Rameau tells us that “we learn to change the key primarily by means of cadences [. . . ]; for we are free to pass to any chord we like after the perfect chord which terminates all cadences” (1722, 251). The most immediate and obvious (though not the only) way to modulate, thus consists in repeating “the tonic note on which a cadence has closed [. . . and giving it] a chord suitable for the key we wish to enter” (270). This rudimentary principle allowed Corrette to title chapter XV of his book “Of all the chords possible on the same note” (1753, 66), the content of which is summarized in Examples 24 and 25. This reinterpretation of the different scale steps has, of course, something in common with what is now called “pivot-chord” modulation. However, it differs most essentially in that it does not need the two keys to have a common chord, but only a common scale step. Similarly, scale steps other than the tonic note can change function, as can be seen for example in Corrette’s Leçons chantantes pour apprendre a moduler (1753) and Sonates (1754), or in Example 26a given by Rameau (1722, 274): a deceptive cadence takes the music to the subdominant key by having 6 bear the “chord by supposition” of the superfluous fifth, thus becoming 3 in D minor. Corrette (1753, 77), Clément (1758, 21), and Rameau (1760, 68, 123) even discuss the possibilities of enharmonic modulations operated by transmutation of the diminished seventh chord (Example 26b), which, “when preluding, will give great facility in passing from one key to another without the ear noticing” (Corrette 1753, 77).55

4. A concluding fantasia

[4.1] It is at this point, perhaps, that we can most fruitfully exercise our historical imagination. Inspired by the “Epilogue” of Sanguinetti’s magisterial book on The Art of Partimento, I should like to conclude by retracing the hypothetical generative process behind most noted, but improvisation-based, high Baroque compositions. In the above last quotation, Corrette alluded to the art of preluding, that is, “to compose and play extempore pieces, filled with all that composition has most ingenious, in design, in fugue, in imitation, [in] modulation, and [in] harmony” (Rousseau 1768, 389). Indeed, court and church musicians were master improvisers, thanks to a most efficient practical training system. For though the principles of accompaniment are the quickest and surest way to mastery of harmony, Rameau cautions that “it is not simply about acquiring the practice of accompaniment[,] this practice must also lead to that of preluding” (1726, 91).

[4.2] Let us thus imagine such a court musician improvising on a keyboard or lute-family instrument. Years of apprenticeship spent mastering the règle de l’octave—with its cadences, its “extraordinary” chords and bass motions, its modulatory possibilities in all the major and minor keys—allow him to easily improvise a bass line, while at the same time harmonizing it in simple counterpoint. Preluding, for him, is second nature, and every time he does it, we might even say that he is reusing old material but is adapting it or polishing it as he goes along. Within thirty minutes or so, he arrives at the following unmeasured harmonic framework, made up of three phrases, each conveniently beginning with the same musical idea (Example 27).

Phrase 1: The first clause starts off with a six-four chord on 3, the only “extraordinary” chord of the whole phrase. A brief modulation occurs at the beginning of the second clause, when scale steps 6–3–4 are reinterpreted as 3–2–1 in C minor. From the beginning of the short third clause to the beginning of the fourth, our musician bypasses the règle de l’octave in favor of the règles pour les intervalles, but he comes back to it after the 2–3
motion that takes the fourth clause to a conclusion in the relative major.

Phrase 2: After the return of the opening idea, the second clause has the music shift to D minor. An "extraordinary" seventh chord on 4 leads to a 4–5–1 cadence, as described by Campion, that unpredictably ends with a major chord. Since "the perfect chord may be given to all notes proceeding by consonant intervals," the following third clause opens in the relative key (F major), but quickly moves to its dominant key (C major) by way of the interchangeability of scale steps 3 and 6. Concluded by means of a half-cadence, the fourth clause brings the music back to the initial key of G minor.

Phrase 3: This third and last improvised phrase is but an extended iteration of the opening musical idea. Reinterpreting 1 as 5, our musician initiates a subtle modulation to C major, followed by another to F major through the chord of the tritone. This last chord, which should naturally resolve to a sixth chord (A = 3 in F major), instead goes to a perfect chord (A = 2 in G minor), as in the 2–5–1 cadence. By this harmonic twist, our musician has the music quickly shift to G minor; and this perfect chord on 2 is followed by a diminished seventh chord on 7—a derivative "by borrowing" of the dominant seventh chord on 5—that, in turn, morphs into the regular chord of the small sixth on 2 before resolving to the sixth chord on 3.[58]

[4.3] Then, remembering the old saying that "a tuneful bass promises a beautiful piece of music" (Rameau 1722, 329), our court musician focuses his preluding on refining the bass line: he gives it rhythm as well as diminutions, knowing that in selecting the structural notes of his bass he is "free to choose among the sounds of a chord [those he wants]" (323).[59] Comparing the many possibilities, and guided by reflexes acquired by the practice of diminutions, he shortly arrives at this basse continue that exhibits the typical motor rhythm of high Baroque compositions (Example 28). It is now time for him to refine the melody by following the same process, for "once we know the chords each bass note should bear, we may choose any of the sounds in each chord so as to form a melody to our liking" (Rameau 1722, 303).[60] We should bear in mind, here, that once our musician has imagined his harmonic framework, he may even devise both the florid bass and melody at the same time. Indeed, according to Rameau, "it is difficult to compose successfully pieces in two and three parts unless we compose all the parts together, for each part should have a flowing and graceful melody. The skilled man hardly ever composes one part without simultaneously feeling the effect of the other parts which should accompany it" (1722, 329; my italics).[61] Be that as it may, after an hour or two our court musician’s improvisation-based composition is finished, and he may write it down if he so desires.

[4.4] Before looking at his final version, however, I should like to stress once more the hypothetical nature of the above described generative process. Nonetheless, it decidedly has a basis in the actual practice of the time. As Sanguinetti rightly pointed out, "the idea that a piece of music may grow out of gradual refinement of a handful of partimento schemata is comparable to the way in which, according to classical rhetoric, an orator should work out his speech" (2012, 344). This, of course, also applies to an improvised basse continue harmonized according to the règle de l’octave. Interestingly, C. P. E. Bach ends his Versuch (1762, 340–[43]) with an example of the reverse analytical process, by providing his readers with an improvised “free fantasia” and its framework in the form of a figured bass (Example 29). Saint-Lambert even goes so far as to claim that "it is rhetoric that resembles the music, since harmony, number, measure, and the like, which a skillful orator uses in composing his work[s], belong more naturally to music than to rhetoric," before adding that

just as a piece of rhetoric is a whole unit that is usually made up of several parts, each of which is composed of sentences that each have a complete meaning, these sentences being composed of clauses, the phrases of words, and the words of letters, so a melody in a piece of music is a whole that is composed of several sections. Each section is composed of phrases that have a complete meaning and are the sentences of the melody. The phrases are often composed of clauses, the clauses of measures, and the measures of notes. Thus the notes correspond to letters,
the measures to words, the phrases to sentences, the sections to parts, and the whole to the whole.\footnote{Saint-Lambert 1702, 14}

With that said, it is now time to reveal the identity of our court musician, who is none other than François Couperin, \textit{``Organiste de la Chapelle du Roy, Ordinaire de la musique de la chambre de sa Majesté, [et] Professeur-maitre de composition et d'accompagnement,''} as stated on the title page of his \textit{Les Goûts-réunis} of 1724. \textbf{Example 30} shows his finished, improvisation-based \textit{``Prélude''} from the \textit{Septième Concert}, composed according to the \textit{règle de l'octave} and, occasionally, to concomitant principles inherited from the old \textit{règles pour les intervalles}. Note, in the right-hand staff, the comma-like symbol that, from his \textit{Troisième livre de pieces de clavecin} (1722), Couperin started using to mark the end of harmonic phrases. It thus seems fitting to give him the last word on the improvised nature of preludes and music as rhetorical discourse:

\begin{quote}
Although these preludes are notated [and] measured, there is nevertheless a customary esthetic that must be followed. Let me explain. A prelude is a free composition, where the imagination devotes itself to everything that comes to it. [ . . . ] It is necessary that those who have recourse to these measured preludes play them in an easy way, without attaching themselves too much to the precision of the movements, unless I have marked it expressly by the word \textit{``measured.''} Thus, one can hazard to say that, in many things, music (as compared to poetry) has its prose and its verses. One of the reasons I have measured these preludes was the greater facility for teaching or learning them.''
\end{quote}
\textit{(Couperin 1716, 60)}
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Footnotes

* I am grateful to the anonymous reviewers who offered both encouragement and constructive criticism, helping to sharpen and focus this article with their insightful comments.

1. “Une dispute sur un pareil sujet ne peut être que tres-instructive, & il est de l’interest de tous les Musiciens qu’on la rende publique.” Unless otherwise noted, translations are my own. In places where I have included the citations for the English translations, my discussion nonetheless primarily draws from the original source materials.

2. “Les premiers élemens de la regle de l’Octave consistent à donner aux doigts des habitudes conformes aux accords qu’elle prescrit sur les dégrés consécutifs d’un Mode. Cette regle renferme quelque chose de bon; mais elle est tellement bornée, qu’il faut dans la suite y faire un nombre infini d’exceptions, que les Maîtres se reservent d’enseigner, à mesure que les cas s’en présentent. [ . . . ] Par exemple, au lieu de l’*Accord parfait* au premier degré, autrement dit la *Note tonique*, il peut y avoir la 6e & 5e, la 5e & 4e, la 4e & 3e, la 2e ou la 7e
superfluë, même avec la 6e mineure, pareillement au lieu de la petite 6e au deuxième degré, il peut se trouver la 7e ou la 9e & 4e, ainsi de tous les autres degrés, excepté le septième, appelé Note sensible.” In this article, the term règle de l’octave refers only to the scale harmonization model originally published in France in 1716 by François Campion, to the exclusion of all others (e.g., Gasparini’s Modo di circolar tutti i toni, Heinichen’s Schemata modorum).

3. Parenthesized letters in Example 1 refer to Example 2.

4. Throughout this article, I have adopted the simplified bass figures proposed by Rameau in his Code de musique pratique (1760, 74–78). The “+” sign always points to the leading tone, and the slash “\” means a diminished interval. All other accidentals are marked by the sharp, flat and natural symbols.

5. Brackets are mine and indicate chords that are not part of Campion’s original règle (to be discussed shortly), which Rameau had previously introduced in book III (1722, 212).

6. “Outre que ces Accords n’y sont généralement déterminés que dans un ordre Diatonique, attendu qu’il y a d’autres ordres sur lesquels cette Regle garde presque par tout le silence, savoir, le Consonant, le Chromatique, & l’Enharmonique, c’est que tous les Accords possibles dans cet ordre Diatonique n’y sont pas spécifiés.”

7. “La Méthode nouvelle est appuyée sur la Basse fondamentale, seul & premier principe, où tout se rapporte en Musique, & d’où émanent des regles aussi certaines que simples.”

8. “Même avec cette connaissance [de la Basse-Fondamentale], il faut avoir encore celle du Doigter, proportionnellement à l’ordre & au progrès des Accords.”

9. “Comme la dissonance est le guide le plus assuré des successions, on commence par celle des Accords dissonans entre’eux, où il ne s’agit que de faire descendre alternativement deux doigts contigus sur les touches voisines de celles qu’ils occupent, & cela d’un Accord à un autre; de sorte que les dissonances y sont toujours préparées & sauvées dans la dernière rigueur. [. . .] Le seul arrangement des doigts fait sentir ceux qu’il faut mouvoir.”

10. “Cette méthode semble être imaginée pour les Aveugles, comme il semble aussi que la Nature ait prévu que la marche la plus naturelle aux doigts sur le Clavier suivroit exactement l’ordre le plus régulier de l’harmonie.” As a matter of fact, Rameau (1760, 7) claims to have taught the principles of accompaniment in less than six months, by means of this mécanique des doigts, to a blind keyboard player of about twenty-five.

11. “Je ne comprends pas comment on peut parler si hardiment contre sa conscience; les leçons de votre Maître, qui vit encore, les livres de nos Ecoliers que vous avez examinés, & les conversations que vous avez eue avec plusieurs de nous, tout ne vous reproche-t’il pas votre ingratitude? Sans eux vous ne scaturiez pas raisonner du son fondamental d’un Accord, de ses renversemens & de ses successions les plus naturelles. Vous ne pourriez pas expliquer les divers mouvements des dissonances, les degrés du mode où certains Accords conviennent principalement, [. . .] c’est par eux que vous connoissez la mécanique des doigts, que vous trouvez aisément vos Accords & enfin tout ce que vous avez de bon dans votre Méthode.”

12. “M. Campion est le premier qui en ait favorisé le Public” (Rameau 1732, 7).

13. “La règle de l’Octave a été si bien reçue du Public, que je me sçai gré de l’avoir mise au jour. Effectivement, il y a peu de Maîtres qui n’ayent adopté cette manière sensible, & abbégée d’enseigner
l’accompagnement.” The text of one of his songs also goes like this: *Je m'appelle Campion, Disciple d’Apollon, Philosophe joyeux et grave, Qui mit au jour la Règle de l’Octave* (My name is Campion, disciple of Apollo, joyful and serious philosopher, who brought to light the *règle de l’octave*) (*Campion* 1734, 11).

14. This *regola dell’ottava*, as given by Sanguinetti (2012, 115), is identical with Campion’s *règle*.

15. “L’accompagnement du Clavecin est l’Art d’executer successivement une harmonie complete & parfaite sur un Chant donné qu’on appelle *Basse continue*.”

16. In presenting various scale harmonizations as the “most natural means of which a keyboardist [ . . . ] may avail himself in extemporizing,” Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach remarks that the improviser-composer should fashion his bass “out of the ascending and descending scale of the prescribed key,” and may “*arrange the scale in or out of its normal sequence*” (1762, 327–28; my italics). English translation from Mitchell (1951).

17. “La regle de l’octave ne sert point lors que la basse procede par degrez disjoints, et que le ton n’est point fixé.”

18. Cf. amongst others, Fleury (1660), Bartolotti (1669), Perrine (1679), Grenerin ([1680?]), Nivers (1689), D’Anglebert (1689), and Saint-Lambert (1707).

19. “L’on peut donner l’*Accord parfait* à toutes les Nottes qui procedent par des intervales consonans ; [. . .] l’on peut ajouter la Septième à l’*Accord* parfait de toutes les Nottes, qui sont suivies d’une autre en montant de Quarte, ou en descendant de Quinte ; & l’on peut aussi ajouter la Sixte à l’*Accord parfait* de toutes les Nottes, qui sont suivies d’une autre en montant de Quinte ou en descendant de Quarte”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

20. Example 5a combines both examples lettered O given by Fleury. For convenience of comparison with Example 3, I have transcribed the theorbo tablature in standard notation (assuming a re-entrant tuning only for the first string, as it offers the best voice-leading) and transposed it up a fifth from F major to C major. Example 5c presents only the first of three “destroit pour monter par plusieurs degrez conjoints avec notes longues” given by Nivers. For scale harmonizations similar to that of Nivers, see Anonymous, *Petite reigles* ([1680?]) and Chaumont (1695). See also the other scale triads discussed by Christensen (1992, 97–99).

21. “De la manière de Moduler harmoniquement, lorsqu’on donne à la Basse une progression diatonique”.

22. “Sçachant que telles & telles Notes doivent porter un tel Accord, selon leur differente progression, on ne peut jamais manquer, en donnant à ces Nottes l’Accord qui leur convient en pareil cas ; & l’expérience s’augmentant par la pratique, l’on devient l’arbitre du choix que l’on peut faire de deux differens Accords, qui peuvent être entendus sur une même Note”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

23. “C’est la Boussole de l’accompagnateur, qui doit toûjours sçavoir dans quel ton et sur quel degré du ton ou il est et l’accord qui luy convient, sans quoy il a bien-tôt fait naufrage.”

24. “L’on peut encore passer d’une Notte à une autre, dont l’Accord ne diffère que par le nom, [. . .] parce que tous ces Accords ne sont dans le fond qu’un même”. English translation from Gossett (1971).


28. “L’Harmonie renversée de la Cadence irregulière convient à merveille.” Section 3.A will further address the perfect and irregular cadences, and their “extraordinary” bass motions.

29. “Si la Notte tonique doit être précédée d’un Accord de Septième, lorsque la Basse monte de Quarte ou descend de Quinte (ce qui est la même chose) sa Dominante doit l’être également en pareille progression.” This is, of course, in agreement with his other principle mentioned earlier in [2.7].

30. Cf. Example 2a, mm. 12 and 18. Jean-François Dandrieu also taught this by examples (1718, q–v). Others stated it plainly, including Monsieur de Saint-Georges ([1724], 12: “quand la sixte du ton ne descand pas directement sur le cinquieme degré pour y faire l’Accord parfait, il n’y faut pas faire la sixte majeure; mais il la faut faire mineure”), and Michel Corrette (1753, 24: “En mode majeur sur la sixième note du ton [. . . ] si la Basse descend à la Dominante il faut faire la 6te majeure nommée petite sixte, accompagnée de 4te & 3ce [. . . ], et la sixte mineure accompagnée aussi de 4te & 3ce quand la Basse va à la quatrième note du ton”).

31. “Lorsque vous aurez étudié chaque octave en particulier, vous ne devez pas manquer de la terminer par sa finale. Cette habitude est très profitable. Quand vous serez descendu à la dernière note, vous ferez la quatrième de l’octave en montant; puis vous préparerez la finale sur la cinquième du ton par 4te & 3ve [. . . ] & 8ve. [. . .] L’octave de cette cinquième du ton, qui fait la seconde partie de cette finale, pour conclusion reçoit 3ce majeur 5te mineur & 8ve, & la première du ton termine le tout.”

32. “Cependant à la seconde du ton mineur en montant, j’aime beaucoup mieux la fausse quinte, au lieu de la 4te, je trouve cet accord plus sensible, quand on procede par degres conjoints.”

33. “Les trois premiers airs de ce livre doivent servir de modèles, où pour mieux dire, de catégories a ceux qui se destinent à l’accompagnement” (Avis aux disciples de l’Accompagnement). Such songs are also to be found in Dandrieu (1718) and Dubugrarre (1754), to name but two.

34. For similar lessons on the real-life use of the règle de l’octave, see especially Dandrieu (1718), Campion (1734), Corrette (1753; 1754), and Duphly (1765).

35. “Il m’auroit esté facile d’amplifier ce petit Traité; mais je me persuade qu’il suffit, aidé d’un Maistre versé dans la Règle des octaves; car c’est une erreur de croire parvenir seul avec un Livre.”

36. “Chaque Maître arrange [ses leçons] comme il lui paraît le plus convenable, & donne des explications plus ou moins selon la portée de l’Ecolier.”
37. “Dénombrement des Accords les plus nécessaires.”

38. “Aprés que le Maistre aura enseigné la regle des octaves, comme elle est icy marquée, il doit l’enseigner à monter & à descendre par 6\textsuperscript{es}, par 7\textsuperscript{mes}, &c. afin de consommer l’Ecolier.” Note that in Campion’s French, the contracted article “la” refers to the previously mentioned “règle” and not to the “pupil,” as in Dragone’s English translation (1992, 160).

39. “L’exposition de ces deux planches sont de contre-point simple; car on peut monter ou descendre les octaves par d’autres accords figurez [. . .]; neanmoins l’on doit y toûjours découvrir le veritable cannevas.” Likewise, Campion’s “figurez” clearly refers to the distinction between “simple” and “figurated or diminished” counterpoint, and thus does not translate as “figured” (Dragone 1992, 149). Whenever he speaks of figures, Campion uses the French terms “chiffre,” “chiffres,” “chiffrant.”

40. Corrette (1753, 31) labeled this example “L’Octave avec les accords extraordinaires.” Ossia alternatives are taken from Rameau (1722, 276, 396; 1731, 1). Corrette does not furnish us with an example in a minor key, but it is easy enough to transpose the above by following guidelines and similar examples from Rameau’s Traité. A particularly interesting version of the “Règle de l’octave in all the major and minor keys with several other chords” (Règle de l’Octave dans tous les tons Majeurs et Mineurs avec plusieurs autres accords) is given by La Porte (1753). Finally, I should like to add that these versions of the règle (and much more) will be offered in my forthcoming book on the French principes d’accompagnement.

41. “L’endroit où l’on place ordinairement la 9\textsuperscript{e} & la 7\textsuperscript{e}, est à la 4\textsuperscript{e} du ton en montant, elle se place aussi sur plusieurs notes de suite.”

42. “Vous connoissez ici l’Accord de Sixte, que vous devez donner à la même Notte qui a porté celui de la Septième, non seulement par le rang que cette Notte tient dans le Ton, mais encore par le rang qu’y tient celle qui la suit, & par l’Accord que doit porter cette Notte suivante” (English translation from Gossett (1971)).

43. “[L]’Accord qui doit précéder celui de la Septième en descendant diatoniquement, est toûjours celui de la petite sixte”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

44. “Et quand il se rencontre une suite de plusieurs Septièmes, on doit faire l’Accord de Sixte qui convient au degré où on est. La même observation doit se faire pour tous les autres Accords dissonans; c’est-à-dire, que celui qui les suit, lorsque la progression ne cesse point d’être Diatonique, est toûjours l’Accord qui se trouve dans la Regle ordinaire de l’Octave”.

45. “La regle d’Octave & ses exceptions” (Montéclair 1730, 1080), and “La Regle de l’Octave, avec ses exceptions” (Rameau 1730a, 254). For a fascinating example of the règle with its “exceptions,” see Joseph Bodin de Boismortier’s Quinque sur l’octave ou espece de dictionaire harmonique (1734).

46. Rameau (1730a, 254) did not approve of the chord of “the minor 6th with the major 3rd, which some have introduced rather amiss” (“la 6\textsuperscript{e} mineure avec la 3\textsuperscript{e} majeure, que quelques-uns ont introduit assez mal à propos”).

47. Corrette (1753, 46) condemns the chord of the false fifth on 6 (in minor) instead of that of the sixth, but approves the chord of the large sixth (in major) when the bass goes from 1 to 6 to 7. Rameau (1722, 95) does not see any inconvenience in it.
48. All cadences are in C major with minor-key accidentals displayed in parentheses. Blackened notes indicate alternative bass motions, and their figures (if any) appear parenthesized above the staff.
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49. “C'est le fond de ce qu'il y a de meilleur dans la Règle de l'Octave.”
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50. “Si l'on peut descendre diatoniquement sur la Mediante après un Accord de grande Sixte ou de Triton, donc on peut descendre aussi de Quarte sur la Notte tonique, ou monter diatoniquement sur la Dominante, portant l'Accord de Sixte-quarte après les Accords de grande Sixte ou de Triton, puisque l'Accord parfait de la Notte tonique compose celui de la Sixte de sa Mediante, & celui de la Sixte-quarte de sa Dominante, bien que l'on monte rarement sur la Dominante après l'Accord du Triton. [ . . . ] Remarquez que la quatrième Notte (A) peut porter en descendant sur la Mediante (B) ou même sur la Tonique (C) l'Accord de la grande Sixte, ou celui du Triton, ou bien tous les deux l’un après l’autre, pourvu que celui de la grande Sixte soit le premier”. English translation from Gossett (1971).
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51. Choron’s Principes de composition des écoles d'Italie (1808) is a notable exception, approving most of these resolutions. But as implied by its title, it is not a harmony textbook per se, but a partimento treatise. In his Traité complet de la théorie et de la pratique de l’harmonie (1849), Fétis remarks that alternative resolutions of the chord of the tritone, where ♯₃ descends to ♭₁ or ascends to ♭₅, though they are found in many reputable works by famous composers, are nonetheless vitiated. As regards the plagal cadence, Koechlin (1927) stands out by listing the chord of the large sixth as one of many possibilities. Catel (1802), Reber (1862), Lemoine ([1833?]), Dubois (1921), and Bitsch (1957) give the option of approaching the final perfect chord either by a perfect or a sixth chord (or both, one after the other), but not that of the large sixth. D’Indy (1912) gives examples of the passing 6th, as in the old règles pour les intervalles, while Choron (1808), Dourlen (1834), Cohen (1875), Bazin (1857), and Gevaert (1905–7) limit the whole process to a succession of perfect chords. In this sample of authors, Choron (1808) is the only one that groups under the term “plagal” both forms of Rameau’s irregular cadence.
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52. “C’est proprement la manière d’établir & traiter le Mode ; mais ce mot se prend plus communément aujourd’hui pour l’art de conduire l’Harmonie & le Chant successivement dans plusieurs Modes”. English translation from Waring (1779).
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53. “C’est d’abord par le moyen des Cadences que l’on apprend à changer de Ton ; [ . . . ] car l’on est libre de passer à tel Accord que l’on veut après le Parfait qui termine toutes les Cadences. L’on fait repeter quelquefois la Notte tonique sur laquelle on a fait une Cadence, en donnant à cette Notte repetée un Accord convenable au Ton dans lequel on veut entrer”. English translation from Gossett (1971).
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54. “De tous les accords que l’on peut faire sur la même note.” Parenthesized letters in Example 24 refer to Example 25 and asterisks indicate complementary information drawn from Rameau (1722, 251–54). Blackened “x” indicate alternative bass motions, and their figures (if any) appear parenthesized above the staff. The “chords by borrowing” of the superfluous second and its derivatives are, of course, possible substitutes.
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55. “Donnera une grande facilité en Préludant de passer d’un ton à un autre sans que l’oreille s’en apperçoive.”
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56. “PRÉLUDER. [ . . . ] C’est composer & jouer impromptu des Pièces chargées de tout ce que la Composition a de plus savant en Dessein, en Fugue, en Imitation, en Modulation & en Harmonie”. English translation from Waring (1779).
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57. “Le plus court & le plus seur moyen de se render promptement sensible à l’Harmonie, consiste dans l’Accompagnement [ . . . ]. Il ne s’agit pas simplement d’y gagner la pratique de l’Accompagnement, il faut que
cette pratique conduise encore à celle du Prélude.”

58. The perfect and seventh chords of the $2-\hat{5}-1$ cadence are also practicable in all their inversions. This explains notably why $\hat{4}$, when descending to $3$ or $1$, may bear the chords of the large sixth and of the tritone, one after another, “as long as the chord of the large sixth comes first” (see again, [3.5] and Example 22b). See Rameau 1722, 227–28, 392.

59. “Une Basse bien chantante, nous annonce une belle Musique”; “La liberté que l’on a de choisir parmi les Sons d’un Accord, ceux que l’on veut, pour en former une Basse”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

60. “Lorsque l’on sçait les Accords que chaque Notte d’une Basse doit porter, l’on peut choisir dans chaque Accord l’un des Sons dont il est composé, pour en former un Chant à son gré”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

61. “Il est difficile de réussir parfaitement dans les Pièces à deux & à trois Parties, si l’on ne compose toutes les parties ensemble ; parce que chaque partie doit avoir un Chant coulant & gratieux ; & l’habile homme ne compose guéres une partie, qu’il ne sente en même temps l’effet des autres parties qui doivent l’accompagner”. English translation from Gossett (1971).

62. “C’est la Pièce d’Eloquence qui ressemble à la Pièce de Musique : car l’harmonie, le nombre, la mesure, & les autres choses semblables qu’un habile Orateur observe en la composition de ses Ouvrages, appartiennent bien plus naturellement à la Musique qu’à la Rhétorique. Quoi qu’il en soit, tout ainsi qu’une Pièce d’Eloquence a son tout, qui est le plus souvent composé de plusieurs parties ; Que chaque partie est composée de périodes, qui ont chacune un sens complet ; Que ses périodes sont composées de membres, les membres de mots, & les mots de lettres ; De même le chant d’une Pièce de Musique a son tout, qui est toûjours composé de plusieurs reprises. Chaque reprise est composée de cadences, qui ont chacune leur sens complet, & qui sont les périodes du chant. Les cadences sont souvent composées de membres ; les membres de mesures, & les mesures de notes. Ainsi, les notes répondent aux lettres, les mesures aux mots, les cadences aux périodes, les reprises aux parties, & le tout au tout.” English translation from Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Principles of the Harpsichord by Monsieur de Saint Lambert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), quoted in Haynes and Burgess (2016). On spontaneous creation, poetic and musical, see Canguilhem (2015), esp. pp. 19–29.

63. “Quoy que ces Preludes soient écrits mesurés, il y à cependant un goût d’usage qu’il faut suivre. Je m’explique. Prelude, est une composition libre, ou l’imagination se livre à tout ce qui se présente à elle. [. . .] Il faut que ceux qui auront recours à ces Preludes-réglés, les jouïent d’une manière aïsée sans trop s’attacher à la précision des mouvemens; a moins que je ne l’aïe marqué exprès par le mot de, Mesuré : Ainsi, on peut hazarder de dire, que dans beaucoup de choses, la Musique (par comparaison à la Poésie) à sa prose, et ses vers. Une des raisons pour laquelle j’ai mesuré ces Preludes, ça été la facilité qu’on trouvera, soit à les enseigner, ou à les apprendre.”
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